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Now focus on Big data security related work
What’s Spark shuffle?
Why needs encryption in shuffle?
Why uses Apache Commons Crypto?
How to configure Apache Commons Crypto in Spark?
What’s Apache Commons Crypto?
How to use Commons Crypto?
What's Shuffle
Shuffle in MapReduce
Shuffle in Spark

“Mapper”
- Emit the data

“Reducer”
- Consume the data

“Shuffle”
- What happens between “Mapper” and “Reducer”
Why needs encryption in Spark shuffle?
Why encryption is needed for shuffle?

Network
- Sensitive data transferred via network

Disk
- Sensitive data stored at disk
Where needs encryption in Spark Shuffle?

**RPC**
- Block Transfer Service
- External Shuffle Service

**Data-at-Rest**
- Spilled files
- Shuffle output files
Spark shuffle file encryption implementation

Spark Client -> SparkHadoopUtils
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Why uses Apache Commons Crypto?
Why Apache Commons Crypto?

Performance Matters!
Apache Commons Crypto

History
- Origin from the Apache Hadoop
- Was Chimera contributed by Intel
- Become parts of Apache Commons

Features
- Cryptographic library optimized with AES-NI
- Provide Java API for both cipher level and Java stream level
- Provide Java API for security random
Performance Matters

AES-NI

- Intel Advanced Encryption Standard New Instructions
- An extension to the x86 instruction set architecture for microprocessors from Intel and AMD proposed by Intel in March 2008
- New instructions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AESENC</td>
<td>Perform one round of an AES encryption flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AESENCLAST</td>
<td>Perform the last round of an AES encryption flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AESDEC</td>
<td>Perform one round of an AES decryption flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AESDECLAST</td>
<td>Perform the last round of an AES decryption flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AESKEYGENASSIST</td>
<td>Assist in AES round key generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AESIMC</td>
<td>Assist in AES Inverse Mix Columns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCLMULQDQ</td>
<td>Carryless multiply</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Performance Matters

AES-NI support

• OpenSSL 1.0.1c or above
• JDK 1.7.045 or JDK 8 (not optimized)

JDK optimized:

• CTR mode optimization: 5~7X gain
• CBC mode optimization: ~50% gain for 256 bit key and ~15% gain with 192 bit key on 64 bit system
• Will ship in JDK9
Secure Random

OpenSSL random

RDRAND instruction
Commons Crypto Performance

Micro Benchmark
TeraSort
TPCx-BigBench
Measure throughput of decryption and encryption

Comparisons in CTR and CBC mode

- AES-NI VS. Non AES-NI (OpenSSL VS. JDK 1.6.037)
- AES-NI VS. AES-NI without optimized (OpenSSL VS. JDK 1.7.060)
AES-NI VS. Non AES-NI in CTR mode (JDK 1.6.0_37)
AES-NI VS. Non AES-NI in CBC mode (JDK 1.6.0_37)

Throughput in CBC mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>AES-NI</th>
<th>Non AES-NI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>548.47</td>
<td>98.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decryption</td>
<td>1774.69</td>
<td>106.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- AES-NI: 16X faster
- Non AES-NI: 5X faster
AES-NI vs. AES-NI without optimized in CTR mode (JDK 1.7.060)

Throughput in CTR mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>AES-NI</th>
<th>AES-NI without optimized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>1845.04</td>
<td>188.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decryption</td>
<td>1878.89</td>
<td>220.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.7X
8.5X
AES-NI VS. AES-NI without optimized in CBC mode (JDK 1.7.060)

Throughput in CBC mode

**Encryption**
- AES-NI: 542.08
- AES-NI without optimized: 432.79

**Decryption**
- AES-NI: 1903.345
- AES-NI without optimized: 254.53

1.25X
5X
TeraSort benchmark

**TeraSort**
- SortByKey

**Execution Environment**
- CDH cluster with three node
- Spark on Yarn

**Encryption performance**
- RPC
- File
Performance in TeraSort: file encryption

Execution Time for file encryption

- **CUMULATIVE (IN SEC)**: 36 - 78
- **SORTBYKEY (IN SEC)**: 31 - 42
- **TOTAL (IN SEC)**: 28 - 138

- **encryption using Openssl cipher**
- **encryption using JCE cipher**
- **unencryption**
Performance in TeraSort: RPC encryption

Execution Time in PRC encryption

- CUMULATIVE (IN SEC): 234
- SORTBYKEY (IN SEC): 216
- TOTAL (IN SEC): 264

The chart shows the execution time for different operations using encryption methods: AES-NI, 3DES, and unencryption. The y-axis represents the time in seconds, and the x-axis shows the cumulative time for encryption and decryption tasks.
TPCx-BigBench

TPCx-BB
• Measure the performance of Hadoop based Big Data systems
• SQL for structured data
• Machine learning algorithms for semi-structured and unstructured data

Workload
• Hive On Spark
• Hive On MR
• Hive On Tez
Performance in PCx-BigBench: PRC encryption

EXECUTION TIME

- A-Default(s)
- B-Encryption with 3DES(s)
- C-Encryption with AES-NI(s)
How to configure Spark shuffle file encryption

Spark.shuffle.encryption.enabled

Spark.commons.crypto.cipher.classes
  • org.apache.commons.crypto.cipher.OpensslCipher

Spark.shuffle.crypto.cipher.transformation
  • AES/CTR/NoPadding
How to configure Spark shuffle RPC encryption

External shuffle service on Yarn

Yarn side (Sasl sever)
- spark.authenticate = true
- spark.authenticate.enableSaslEncryption = true
- spark.authenticate.sasl.encryption.aes.enabled = true

Spark side (Sasl client)
- spark.authenticate = true
- spark.authenticate.enableSaslEncryption = true
- spark.authenticate.sasl.encryption.aes.enabled = true
How to configure Spark shuffle RPC encryption

Spark

• `spark.authenticate`
• `spark.authenticate.enableSaslEncryption`
• `spark.authenticate.sasl.encryption.aes.enabled`
Future work

Apache Commons Crypto
• Prepare release 1.0.0

Spark
• Merge existing PR (https://github.com/apache/spark/pull/8880) into upstream
• Open PR for RPC optimization

Apache Commons Crypto enabling
• Optimize other Hadoop core components (e.g. Hadoop, Hbase etc.)
Any Questions?
thank you
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Mode of operation

- An algorithm that uses a block cipher to encrypt messages of arbitrary length in a way that provides confidentiality or authenticity (National Institute of Standards and Technology)

Common modes

- Counter mode
- Cipher Block Chaining mode
Cipher Block Chaining mode

CBC mode

XOR

Use case

General file or packet encryption
Counter mode

CTR mode
• Stream cipher
• Allow random access when decryption

Use case
• Very high-speed data
Usage of Commons Crypto

Simple
• Add Commons Crypto Jar to Classpath

Cipher API
• Low level cryptographic operations

Java stream API
• High level stream encryption/decryption

Security Random API
• High speed random data generator
Properties properties = new Properties();

// Creates a CryptoCipher instance with the transformation and properties.

CryptoCipher cipher = Util.getCipherInstance(CipherTransformation.AES_CTR_NOPADDING, properties);

String input = "hello world!";
int inputOffset = 0;
int inputLen = input.length();
byte[] output = new byte[1024];
int outputOffset = 0;

// Initializes the cipher with ENCRYPT_MODE, key and iv.
cipher.init(Cipher.ENCRYPT_MODE, new SecretKeySpec(key,"AES"), new IvParameterSpec(iv));

//Continues a multiple-part encryption/decryption operation for byte array.
cipher.update(input.getBytes("UTF-8"), inputOffset, inputLen, output, outputOffset);

// We should call doFinal at the end of encryption/decryption.
cipher.doFinal(inBuffer, outBuffer);

// Closes the cipher.
cipher.close();
int bufferSize = 4096;
String input = "hello world!";
byte[] decryptedData = new byte[1024];
//Encryption with CryptoOutputStream.
//Constructs the original OutputStream.
OutputStream outputStream = new ByteArrayOutputStream();
//Creates a CryptoCipher instance with the transformation and properties.
CryptoCipher cipher = CryptoStream.getCipherInstance(CipherTransformation.AES_CTR_NOPADDING, properties);
//Constructs the instance of CryptoOutputStream.
CryptoOutputStream cos = new CryptoOutputStream(outputStream, cipher, bufferSize,
        new SecretKeySpec(key, "AES"), new IvParameterSpec(iv));
cos.write(input.getBytes("UTF-8"));
cos.flush();
cos.close();
//Constructs a byte array to store random data.
byte[] key = new byte[16];
byte[] iv = new byte[16];
Properties properties = new Properties();
//Gets the 'CryptoRandom' instance.
CryptoRandom CryptoRandom = CryptoRandomFactory.getCryptoRandom(properties);
//Generates random bytes and places them into the byte array.
CryptoRandom.nextBytes(key);
CryptoRandom.nextBytes(iv);
//Closes the CryptoRandom.
CryptoRandom.close();
Commons Crypto Configurations

commons.crypto.crypto.cipher.classes
• implementation class for crypto cipher
• "org.apache.commons.crypto.cipher.JceCipher" and "org.apache.commons.crypto.cipher.OpensslCipher"
• the provider class for JCE cipher

commons.crypto.crypto.secure.random.device.file.path
• the file path for secure random device
• Linux: /dev/urandom

commons.crypto.crypto.secure.random.java.algorithm
• the algorithm of secure random
• SHA1PRNG

commons.crypto.crypto.secure.random.classes
• the implementation class for secure random
• "org.apache.commons.crypto.random.JavaCryptoRandom" and "org.apache.commons.crypto.random.OpensslCryptoRandom"

commons.crypto.stream.buffer.size
• Default value: 8192
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